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Dear ESN Turkey family,  
 
With this letter, I would like to explain my motivation for applying for the position of Financial 
Auditor of ESN Turkey.  
 
Before starting my ESN career, I would like to introduce myself. I am Dilara Buşra YILDIZ, I 
completed my bachelor's degree at the Bioengineering Department of Marmara University in 
2018 and I am currently studying for a master's degree and I worked in a project funded by 
TUBİTAK. 
I joined ESN in 2017 as an active member after my Erasmus exchange and assumed  the 
SocialErasmus & ExchangeAbility Project Coordinator and Vice President as a board 
member of ESN Marmara in 2018. I was the Auditor of the ESN Marmara for one and half 
years. 
 
Under my board and auditor positions, we shifted ESN Marmara to a more systematic 
administration. We updated and improved statues and standing orders of our section. We 
worked on Human Resources for new ESNers and encouraged our members to join national 
and international committees. Moreover,  we developed our financial status during these 4 
year.  
 
After I attended AGM Thessaloniki, I was super motivated for international committees and 
organising an international event in ESN Marmara. We applied to host CNR February and 
got accepted. I was the Vice Head of OC in CNR Marmara and with this title, I was taking 
care of the background process of the event -especially financial transactions and the 
relationship with our international office.  
 

ESN showed me how to improve as an individual by allowing me the chance to notice 
various lives and to deal with others. ESN demonstrated to me how "sharing is caring" and 
how to "leave my mark" in the public eye. That vision drove me to be a more open-minded 
individual, all the more significantly, it drove me to have the option to sacrifice myself for a 
decent aim. To that point ESN Turkey gave me a huge load of great knowledge and 
experience, with this application, I need to change that and be the person who "gives" to 
ESN Turkey. 
 
I believe that the financial transaction of ESN Turkey has a fatal point in our network. It 
should be controlled wisely to save our network and protect it for any cause. That is why I am 
applying for this role. 
 

Thank you for reading my motivation letter. I hope you consider me as the future Financial 
Auditor of ESN Turkey.  
 

Sincerely, 
Dilara Buşra Yıldız 

 


